


Ajiuo 

	 Alexander Markins was good at hiding, but not necessarily at blending in, which is likely why one 

would never find him in a crowd. He spent much of  his time alone, and avoided situations in which he 

would stick out like a swollen sore. The last time a person spoke with him was a blisteringly hot day in 

June. He had been smoking a pipe outside the commons at his school, mumbling something about rancid 

meat. A scrawny eleven-year-old boy in cargo shorts and a plain blue tee shirt, puffing away on a well-

polished pipe. When a curious, angular-chinned girl with orange hair opened the door to the courtyard to 

inquire what on earth Alexander was doing, all he could muster was a low, “Leave me alone” and 

continued muttering to himself  about how wonderfully bloody and greenish month-expired beef  cutlets 

could be. This was long after his hair grew black, down to his shoulders, and after his eyes turned dark.  

	 Alexander was never quite right after what happened, and most people wouldn’t blame him. He 

had missed school for months, and rarely came out of  his house. It was only when people started seeing 

him that they knew something was wrong. He’d stand in his yard, or on his front porch and stare. Those 

glazed-over eyes would stare after every person who passed his home. Sometimes he’d even present them 

with a little grin, showing off  those perfectly crooked and jagged little teeth of  his, and other times he’d 

turn around and walk right back inside. Nobody knew what was really wrong with him when it was 

happening, and nobody knew if  the boy was seeing any doctors. When the neighbors heard shrill wailing 

coming from the house at three in the morning, they were undoubtedly centimeters away from hitting 

send on a pre-dialed 911 call. But just like that, the sounds would stop, and the neighbors would slip back 

into bed and submit to their last three hours of  sleep before work. It was hardly their business, anyway. 

	 Most of  the children at his elementary school overheard a rumor that Alexander had been 

battling Leukemia and was going through chemotherapy, but if  they had paid close enough attention, the 

parents telling these rumors would have noticed that Alexander’s hair was growing, rather than falling out. 

And while this has nothing to do with cancer, his fingernails grew unbelievably long. It appeared as though 

he didn’t take care of  himself, and a lot of  people wondered if  his parents even tried to enforce hygiene or 



call in a doctor. They’d seen the parents entering and exiting the house. Some people saw the mother at 

the grocery store. But interestingly enough, not one person stepped in or even thought to ask about what 

was going on. And Alexander liked it that way. 

*	 *	 * 

	 The odd behavior began one December evening after Alexander had gotten home from school. It 

had been an average day, in which he’d gotten a B+ on a spelling quiz, they’d served tomato soup at 

lunch, and his friend Thomas had licked a frozen pole and walked away disappointed that his tongue 

hadn't stuck. Most everything was normal, and most everything was calm. He rode his bike home quickly, 

as usual, his mother greeted him at the door with warm cider and ginger snaps, and the snow had just 

started to fall. When he walked inside, he took off  his boots by the front door, greeted his father, who was 

reading a weathered book, and patted his cat Penny on the head. 

	 At supper, his mother smiled at him from across the table, over her pork and spinach. “I was out 

at the market today, and I got you something.” 

	 Alexander looked at her. “What kind of  something?” His mother was always bringing things 

home from all sorts of  thrift shops and antique malls. 

	 “Something that I thought you’d be happy to have.” She smiled again and glanced at her 

husband, who took her hand and smiled. 

	 “Why don’t you go take a look,” Alexander’s father suggested. “I just finished setting it up in your 

bedroom.” 

	 Alexander pushed back his chair and bolted to his room. He could hear the distant sound of  his 

parents chuckling to themselves and their light footsteps as they followed him back the hallway at their 

own pace. The boy skidded to a halt just before his bedroom door and widened his eyes. 

	 “Oh wow!” he grinned. “I can’t believe it! I’ve always wanted one of  these!” 



	 Before him, on his bedside table, sat a small circular lamp with stars and moons carved into the 

shade. And the lamp was lit up, and it spun, and all around his dark room Alexander saw thousands of  

tiny stars and moons projected onto his walls, rotating clockwise at a slow rate. It was perfect. 

	 Alexander had a slight fixation with nightlights. He had always slept with one turned on, and 

whenever he visited a friend’s house, he would always look for a nightlight. They intrigued him, and he 

was a curious boy, and nightlights came in all sorts of  shapes and sizes. Thomas had the most exciting 

nightlight of  all. It was a rectangular box that sat right in the middle of  his desk, and it projected different 

types of  fish onto the ceiling. It was a masterful piece of  craftsmanship that Thomas’ grandfather had 

made for him, and since the first day Alexander had laid eyes on it, he wanted one like it. He didn't care 

what images it projected. All he wanted was a nightlight that projected something onto his ceiling. And the 

one his mother had found for him was more than he could've hoped for. It spun around, it covered the 

ceiling and walls, and it was space-themed: the perfect gift for an aspiring astronaut. He hugged his 

parents and thanked them, and that night, he slept with the lamp turned on. 

*	 *	 * 

	 At some point during the night, Alexander awoke to a small scratching sound—the sort of  noise a 

mouse makes while scurrying between the walls. At first, he pulled his blankets up to his ears, his room 

freezing from the winter night. But when the sound continued, he furrowed his brow, rubbed his eyes, and 

blinked in the darkness. As his eyes adjusted, he hardly had time to realize that his nightlight was turned 

off  before he heard a small thud, crack, and shatter. He widened his eyes, remembering his new nightlight. 

Silently, with haste, Alexander leapt off  his bed and scrambled for the light switch. When the overhead 

light of  his room turned on, he hid his eyes from the brightness, then slowly opened them to the mess on 

his floor. 

	 “No!” he whispered, tears welling up at the corners of  his eyes. A wave of  discomfort washed over 

him. He couldn't keep his lip from quivering. Had his lamp been perched too precariously on the edge of  

his nightstand? He couldn't remember, and he didn't care. He knew it was his fault, and he felt terrible. 



Not only had he lost the most wonderful gift anyone had given him, but his parents would be incredibly 

disappointed. 

	 Alexander stood crying before his shattered lamp for a few moments, vigorously using his pajama 

sleeve to wipe away his tears—and to redden them even more—allowing snot to run past his nostrils and 

over his lips. Then, he collected his wits, and a tissue, and then knelt on the floor to pick up the pieces of  

his disaster of  a lamp. Maybe I can piece it back together, he thought, glancing towards the Elmer’s glue on his 

shelf. But just as his bloodshot eyes traveled across the room towards the bottle of  glue, something else 

caught Alexander’s eye. 

	 It was metallic, like the lamp, but it was a different texture, and much smaller. He reached for 

what he thought to be a poorly painted fragment of  his lamp, but as his fingers grazed the surface, he soon 

realized that it was a small key, instead. Three little holes decorated the fat end of  the key, and it sloped 

gracefully into an “L” shape at the bottom. It was rusty, but not sharp. He examined the piece, both with 

his fingers and his eyes, and silently wondered what on earth it could belong to. Maybe the person who 

owned the nightlight before him had a secret room in their house, and kept the key in the nightlight. 

Maybe the key made the nightlight work, or belonged to a safe with thousands of  jewels and dollar bills 

inside. Maybe it— 

	 Then there was a small creak and his door opened. 

	 “Alexander?” his father said, scratching his beard as he yawned. “What’s going on?” 

	 The boy looked up at his father, slipped the key into his pocket. He didn’t know why, but he felt 

like he had to hide the key, or it would be taken away from him. And he was determined to find out what 

it belonged to. Inside his pocket, the key warmed in his hand, creating little imprints across his palm. 

	 “I don’t know what happened,” he told his father. “I think it fell off.” 

	 His father wasn't upset and did not shout at Alexander. He felt sorry for him, if  anything. “I think 

we can put this back together,” he suggested with a small smile. “It didn’t break into any pieces too small. 

Maybe we can make that our weekend project. What do you say?” 



	 His father was always interested in working with Alexander. He was a man who liked to work with 

his hands, and frequently fixed things around the house. Alexander and his father would work together on 

the weekends, and it was one of  the boy’s favorite things. He imagined his dad helping him fasten a loose 

part of  a space shuttle before takeoff. But tonight none of  that mattered to him. For whatever reason, 

Alexander simply didn’t care what he did on the weekend. 

	 His mother appeared at the door. 

	 “Just a small accident,” his father informed her. “Nothing we can’t fix with a little glue.” 

	 “Oh good,” his mother said in a raspy sleep-soaked voice, and went back to bed. 

	 After picking up the shards of  the lamp, his father proceeded to pull a box out of  Alexander’s 

closet. He fished through the box, found what he was looking for, and plugged Alexander’s old nightlight 

into the wall. “Until we can fix this new one, you can use this.” 

	 Alexander nodded, but he didn’t feel better, and he didn’t fall asleep. He wasn’t upset anymore 

about the lamp breaking; that could be fixed. He wasn’t upset about seeing his old nightlight, either; that 

would go away soon. When it came down to it, Alexander did not know why he was upset, nor why he 

couldn’t sleep. He considered telling his parents about his insomnia, considered bringing them the small 

key so that they could put it in the kitchen drawer where they kept things that Alexander wasn’t supposed 

to touch. But he sat there in the dark instead, clutching the rusted key he had found, bloodshot eyes 

watching the frost form on his window all night long. 

*	 *	 * 

	 The next day was a snow day, and as soon as the light began shining through his window, 

Alexander rose for breakfast. His parents always woke early and were already preparing food in the 

kitchen. 

	 “What’s wrong, sweetie?” his mother asked, visibly concerned by her child’s overall demeanor. 

“Are you feeling okay?” 

	 Alexander nodded and sat himself  at the table. 



	 “We can fix your nightlight, if  that’s what you’re upset about. Could even do it today if  you 

wanted,” his father chimed in. 

	 Alexander shook his head. He didn’t care about his nightlight. He felt awful. 

	 “Didn’t get enough sleep?” his mother asked, bringing her eyebrows together. 

	 Alexander shook his head once again. 

	 After feeling his forehead, his mother said “I made pancakes” in a singsongy voice. 

	 “And eggs, bacon, and sausage,” his father added, dishing some onto Alexander’s plate. 

	 The boy looked at the food with a bit of  a sneer, disgusted by the pancakes. He then proceeded to 

eat all of  his bacon, eggs, and sausage, then reached for more meat off  of  the serving dish. His parents 

exchanged glances. They’d never seen Alexander eat like this before. But the boy was likely famished from 

a night of  no sleep, so they didn’t say a word and allowed Alexander to eat until all of  the pieces of  bacon 

and sausage were gone. 

	 His parents encouraged him to go outside and enjoy the snow while he could, so he buttoned up 

his jacket, stepped into boots, and waddled outside. He felt like an astronaut, leaping over the whiteness of  

the moon, exploring caves and caverns beneath the foreign surface. Upon digging tunnels in the snow, he 

managed to find a long, thin, brown box buried in front of  his favorite oak tree. He’d found plenty of  

treasures buried in his backyard before, but this one was different, curious. And it was buried beneath the 

snow, not the dirt, which led him to believe it was placed there recently. And after attempting to open the 

box, he realized it was shut tight with a small, tarnished lock. The color matched that of  the key, and he 

decided it would be worth a shot. After all, he was tired and didn’t feel like digging anymore. 

	 Alexander decided he wanted to be alone. Some space would give him time to think. Sitting on 

the floor of  his room, he took the key out of  his nightstand drawer and started working on the box. 

Almost instantly, the lock popped open, and a little cloud of  dust emerged as he lifted the lid off  of  the 

wooden container. Inside, he found a small board game with a ripped piece of  paper attached. In hardly 

legible script, it read “Let’s be friends.” The board itself  was quite large, and Alexander could hardly read 



the letters that adorned the piece of  cardboard, because the script was so fancy. Beside the game was a tea 

light candle and a cicada skin. Alexander sighed. Nothing terribly interesting. The candle wasn’t nearly as 

nice as a nightlight, and it would cast uninteresting shadows on his walls. He wasn’t quite sure of  exactly 

what he’d been expecting from the box, but it certainly wasn’t a collection of  dusty, grey things. So he put 

the box on a shelf  and continued on with his day. 

	 Alexander’s mood did not improve as the weeks went on. If  anything, it got worse. He and his 

father fixed his lamp, he had many more snow days off  from school, and his mother made him cocoa 

nearly every day. But Alexander was never happy, and he spent most of  his time on his bed, thinking up 

ways to gut the people he hated. He kept journals upon journals of  ideas and thoughts and picture 

drawings of  things he despised. He squashed ants into the pages instead of  using a red pencil to represent 

blood, and frequently drew his math teacher and the mean dog from across the street. And beyond that, 

he continuously doodled the same word over and over again in his school notebooks, never taking real 

notes, gradually failing his courses, even completely ignoring Thomas. 

	 It wasn’t brought to the attention of  his parents until his English teacher brought them in for a 

conference one evening. Alexander had bitten Thomas on the wrist, hard enough to break the skin, and 

while the principal was too busy to care for such a thing, the English teacher certainly did. She showed his 

parents the notebooks, the strange word he had an obsession with. 

	 “Ajiuo?” his father asked, more surprised by the notebooks than by the biting incident. “What 

does that mean?” 

	 “That’s what I’ve been trying to figure out,” the teacher said, her voice cracking on the word 

“out.” 

	 Alexander’s mother shook her head. “This isn’t like him. I don’t know what’s going on with him 

lately. I’m so sorry you have to witness this. We’ll have a talk with him when we get home.” 

	 They did have a talk, but Alexander did not listen. He chewed on his lips until they bled, and he 

rolled his eyes until they hurt, and finally, he was sent to bed. But Alexander did not sleep. He never slept 



anymore. And he sat in bed, festering in his own sweat, straining to refrain from pulling the hairs out of  

his scalp. He felt unusual, and his parents didn't understand. 

*	 *	 * 

	 Alexander’s hair did not just grow longer and darker, but it also became greasier. His mother 

nearly had to put the boy in restraints in order to get him to take a shower. Most nights he’d sit on the 

bathroom floor, staring at the sink for fifteen minutes while the shower ran without him. But his mother 

was not fooled, because when she went around the house to do laundry and clean windows while 

Alexander was at school, the sheer stench of  the boy’s clothes, let alone his bedroom, made her gag. 

	 One day, while making her rounds, Alexander’s mother walked barefoot into the boy’s room. She 

stepped over clothes, gathering up a collection of  light-colored articles to wash together, when something 

penetrated her foot. She quickly jolted backwards and gasped at the blood trickling from her heel onto a 

pair of  Alexander’s corduroy pants. The woman hurried out of  the room to bandage up the wound, then 

returned to the room to search for the cause. After nearly an hour of  picking up every piece of  clothing, 

every toy, every shredded bit of  paper, she finally found a scattered pile of  broken glass and porcelain—

Alexander’s old and new nightlights, shattered and sharp as anything. She shook her head, drawing her 

eyebrows together and silently sobbing. 

	 Her husband, arriving home from work, greeted her in the  boy’s bedroom and gazed at his wife 

with sorrowful eyes. There she sat on the floor, foot a bloody, bandaged mess, hair disheveled, knees 

shaking. While she cried, he swept up the glass without a sound, put the boy’s clothes into the wash, and 

started a bath for her. He carefully guided her to the tub, the one place where he knew Alexander would 

not be a mess or a bother. 

	 They had many talks after that, and called the doctor many times, but nothing seemed to work. 

Either they couldn't find Alexander, because he’d hide somewhere in his room, or come home late from 

school, or he’d pitch a fit and start clawing and biting at his parents. It was an unpleasant situation, and 

left with no other options, his family called in an ambulance. But when the paramedics came in and 



strapped Alexander into the gurney, and when he sat on the cold hospital bed and listened to countless 

psychiatrists and doctors of  all sorts, Alexander seemed fine. There was nothing wrong with him 

medically. There was nothing wrong with him psychologically, at least not apparently. Based on what these 

doctors saw of  him in their offices, he was a perfectly normal eleven-year-old child. And those poor 

parents of  his stood there in awe, wondering what was going on with their little boy. 

*	 *	 * 

	 And as one might guess, things only got worse from there. Alexander grew more disrespectful, 

more difficult to deal with. He had to be pulled from school, and his parents began calling in any help 

they could find. Doctors, psychics, distant relatives. Nothing was making things right. His parents brought 

him new nightlights, but Alexander broke them all. 

	 Alexander’s mother grew tired of  buying copious amounts of  meat for her son and stuffing it with 

other nutrients, when he protested all vegetables. She was weak from fighting his tantrums and both 

mentally and physically battling the boy. She cried daily over her husband’s shouting and screaming at the 

child. She was a kind soul, afraid of  giving him away, and as a last resort, she went to the church. Twenty 

years since she had stepped foot into a chapel, and a priest greeted her with a heavy heart. She had 

initially gone to be alone, to feel at peace for one hour out of  her miserable week. But after the service, the 

pastor sat beside her while she wept, and insisted he see the child. 

	 The first time he visited, Alexander managed to climb onto his ceiling fan and sit there, spitting 

down at the priest. It accomplished nothing, other than the Markins family realizing their son’s aversion to 

pastors. So the priest offered to come back another time when Alexander was not present. 

	 This did happen, one day in June, when Alexander was out. The pastor came and looked around 

the room. The boy’s parents refused to admit what was happening to their son, but the pastor knew. He 

searched the room for anything that could possibly provoke such a thing, and he found it, after searching 

for a good half-hour. He found the box, the key, and even the journals. And in the box he found the board 

game. 



	 “How did this get into your house?” he asked. 

	 And the parents did not have an answer. 

*	 *	 * 

	 A week or so later, Alexander went missing for good. He had come home one evening and went 

straight to his room. He didn’t come out until the day he disappeared. After that last encounter with the 

orange-haired girl, after smoking his pipe, he simply disappeared. Nobody saw him leave. Not even 

security cameras caught a glimpse of  him. He was just…gone. His parents called the police. They called 

everyone they could. Even the neighbors became involved. They hadn't a clue what was going on with the 

boy, but they knew he was likely sick, and definitely missing, so they helped. It was unusual for somebody 

to be missing in such a small town. And he should have stuck out like a sore thumb. But his parents, and 

everyone else, for that matter, found out that Alexander Markins, as peculiar as he may have been, was 

extremely good at keeping himself  hidden.  



Green Suede Shoes 

	 Norman was helplessly addicted to spying through the windows of  St. Agnes’ Mortuary and 

Crematorium, and rightfully so. He’d found the perfect spot for performing such an unheard of  act—a 

nicely secured, little abandoned bench, nestled away in a thick patch of  pricker bushes at the rear of  the 

complex. The bench stood decaying just below a row of  frosted windows. Luckily for him, the one square 

of  glass above the bench was always open, probably to let in some fresh air, which inevitably allowed for 

Norman’s uncanny hobby to commence each day after school. 

	 He would slip into the olive suede shoes his father had given him, and shuffle towards the kitchen 

door. Aunt Mona would eye him skeptically, but continue on with the persistent motion of  whisking 

whatever batter she’d been conjuring up. 

	 “I’m going out to dig a hole,” Norman would say, or something to that effect. His tone always 

prompt, yet thoughtful. These were practical ideas, after all. 

	 “Oh really?” was Aunt Mona’s standard reply, her eyebrows always rising just the slightest bit. 

“And where will you be digging this hole?” She treated the boy with respect, for he was different than most 

children, but behind each question she asked him was a bit of  worry. 

	 The boy would then shrug into his green corduroy jacket. “I’m not sure just yet, but someplace 

that’ll be good for a large hole.” 

	 “Will you be taking William with you?” 

	 He’d almost always stop, stare at his aunt for a moment or two, then say something along the lines 

of, “You know, that’s not an awful idea.” or “Oh, I can’t believe I almost forgot!” Then he’d quickly take 

off  his shoes and dart away, only to poke his head around the corner mere seconds later. “Do you think 

he’ll run away?” he asked every time without fail. 

	 Aunt Mona would shake her head, and the boy would quickly venture back into the depths of  his 

home to retrieve William the salamander from his spot on the rock in the aquarium. And so the routine 

went. 



	 It was possible that Aunt Mona knew of  Norman’s hobbies, knew the boy only dug holes on 

Sundays when the mortuary was closed, but as far as Norman was concerned, she was oblivious, and he 

was getting away with much more than a boy of  eight years should. But Aunt Mona had her suspicions. 

For the two years she’d been his guardian, she’d noticed something about Norman. It was in the way he 

asked questions about his parents, the way he talked about death. He knew of  the accident in which both 

of  his parents passed away, and he always brought it up. There was some sort of  fixation there, and Aunt 

Mona wasn’t sure whether she should make him stop or not. Especially when he went to the mortuary. 

But he’d had an unusual life and he was an unusual boy, and from these evolved his unusual hobbies. And 

who was Aunt Mona to judge the poor child? 

*	 *	 * 

	 It was a dreary Wednesday in mid-October when Norman decided to start mapping out the 

mortuary. After slipping his shoes on and off  twice, deciding to leave William at home this time, and doing 

so quietly, he went back into the house once again and gathered up a roll of  paper, some assorted pencils, 

and a wooden ruler. 

	 “What’s on the agenda for today, Mr. Norman?” Aunt Mona glanced towards the boy and 

continued to fold assorted vegetables into a sticky dough-like substance. 

	 He wrinkled his nose at his prospective dinner and turned his gaze upwards to his aunt’s. “I’m 

going to make maps today.” Not technically a lie. 

	 “What sort of  maps?” 

	 “It’s a secret,” he said, and slipped out the door. 

	 The walk to the mortuary was one of  his favorites. He had to walk through a cemetery, but it 

didn’t matter much, because it was small, and Norman wasn’t bothered by the notion of  walking over 

graves. His mother used to say that whenever Norman got a chill, it was somebody walking over his grave, 

many years in the future. He liked the idea of  giving chills to people years in the past. It was as close to 

time travel as he could get. Sometimes he’d walk over his parent’s graves and wonder if  they were getting 



chills years before, while tucking Norman into bed or cooking dinner. After walking through the cemetery, 

he would come upon an even smaller patch of  forest, easily navigated by a roughly paved path, and after 

the forest came the mortuary. 

	 It’s hard to say where Norman’s obsession with the place came from. It just intrigued him from 

the first day he happened upon the property. He’d been walking home from school and decided to take a 

detour through some parks and woods, and suddenly he was standing before the large stone steps. It was a 

familiar place. Snow littered the muddy ground, and the building cast a large shadow over the front yard 

and horseshoe driveway. A very tall man in a long black overcoat stood at the foot of  the steps, as well, 

staring up at the two enormous open doors. 

	 “What does that say?” Norman had asked the man, pointing to a large sign beside the doors. 

	 “It says ‘St. Agnes’ Mortuary and Crematorium,’” the man responded in a flat tone. 

	 “Oh,” Norman said, puzzling over the peculiar sound of  the name. “What’s that, exactly?” 

	 “It’s where they take dead people, clean them up before burying them, or burn them into ashes.” 

	 Norman liked this man. He wasn’t afraid to tell the truth, and he didn’t fluff  it up with cute 

words. He didn’t beat around the bush or lie to the child. He simply stated what was, and didn’t seem to 

care about whether Norman’s presumably-still-alive parents would be upset that he was learning about 

dead people. 

	 “That’s very interesting,” Norman responded, remembering flashes of  flowers and black. “So 

there are dead bodies in there?” He gestured towards the doors. A current of  cold air flowed out of  the 

building. 

	 The man nodded. “Many.” He had a young face, but a scraggly beard. His eyes hollow, 

cheekbones prominent. His hat matched his coat, and his shoes matched even more. 

	 “I’m Norman.” he paused. “Do you live here?” 

	 The man shook his head. “I’m just waiting for my wife.” 



	 A few moments of  silence later, two men emerged from the building, carrying a large black 

rectangular box. A coffin, Norman suspected, based on what he could remember from his parents’ 

funeral. The men were odd. One tall and lanky, another short and stout. Their faces unnervingly similar. 

	 The man in the overcoat extended a hand, “Pleasure meeting you, Norman.” 

	 He shook the man’s gloved hand and watched as he helped the other two men put the coffin into 

the back of  a long car. Then, the two men who presumably worked at the mortuary slid into the front seat 

of  the car, hardly taking the time to glance at Norman, and the man whom he had spoken to drove off  

with them. Norman paused for a moment, and nearly puzzled over why the man hadn’t waited for his 

wife, but he shortly realized that the man had. 

	 Something about the peculiarities of  this situation intrigued Norman, which, as one might guess, 

drew him back to the place many times after. Sometimes he wondered if  the two men who worked there, 

likely brothers, ever caught a glimpse of  him standing outside on that bench, or if  they heard him rustling 

in the thorn bushes. Maybe they liked his company. Maybe they didn’t care. But mostly Norman just 

enjoyed the idea of  being incredibly sneaky, and getting away with most things. It made everything more 

exhilarating, and it also gave him more of  an excuse to be quiet. He wasn’t a loud child; he hardly enjoyed 

speaking up in class. His most articulate words and phrases were best kept in his thoughts, after all. 

*	 *	 * 

	 Nearly a year later on the damp October day of  Norman’s mapmaking, he once again found the 

mortuary doors wide open, a whole family waiting at the bottom of  the steps. The older woman of  the 

group was talking a lot—too much—while the others stood in silence. Norman didn’t like that very much, 

when people talked more than they should. He crouched low and decided to walk through the woods to 

get to the back of  the building, where he stashed away his mapmaking tools and returned ever so silently 

to the tree line just beside the mortuary. The boy couldn't quite place his finger on why this family 

intrigued (and also slightly disturbed) him, but at any rate, he decided to sneak back around to the front of  

the complex and spy on the collection of  neatly clad brown-haired figures. 



	  The talkative woman was still talking, and the two morticians emerged from behind the little 

white car parked out front, carrying vases of  assorted flowers, then disappeared into the mortuary. The 

family turned without a sound—with the exception of  the unusually loud woman. That’s when he saw 

her, small against the others. Norman felt his breath catch in his throat. He quickly grasped his lucky 

dime, which had found its permanent home in a crevice of  his coat pocket many moons before. 

	 Norman hadn’t seen her since maybe six months prior, when she scrambled off  into the woods to 

run home for supper. Blood had stained her mustard turtleneck and overalls, her lips had been cracked 

and red, and her hair, which had gotten caught in the pricker bushes by the bench, had been a knotted 

brown mess. It was the first time he’d seen a girl in such a beautifully obscure state, and it was also the last. 

But today, her overalls and sweater were gone and replaced with everything black. She matched her 

family. Her hair was pulled neatly into a braid down the center of  her back, and he could barely see her 

lips, but they didn’t look as well-worn from a day of  playfully screaming into chilly spring air. If  anything, 

they just looked pale. Her name was Julianne. 

	 A gust of  wind blew a few strands of  hair out of  her braid, but she didn’t lift a finger. Norman 

looked on as the quieter of  the two older women reached out and tucked the loose hair behind Julianne’s 

ear, then decided to undo the whole braid and entirely recreate the masterpiece. It was at this precise 

moment that Julianne’s eyes met his. 

	 Her muddy orbs of  eyes widened, and she lifted a frail hand, just slightly, gesturing for him to stay 

put. He could just make out the sliver of  her hand where the skin was slightly darker, discolored. Her 

family started towards the car, and as she walked, he saw her shoot the same gesture. “Wait there,” it 

seemed to say. Norman hesitated. Aunt Mona wouldn’t be expecting him for a while, anyway. But he had 

big plans for his maps. Still, when it came down to it, he couldn't go home. He had to wait for Julianne to 

come back. He glanced downward to the scar on his own hand. A lovely long line, similar to that of  

Julianne’s, penetrated the center of  his palm. 

*	 *	 * 



	 Six months earlier, Norman and Julianne had been friends for almost one whole day. They’d met 

behind the mortuary, where Norman caught her sitting in his spot. She looked up at him when he stepped 

on a twig. The two children had stared at each other for a few moments, taking in the fact that someone 

else existed, someone else who enjoyed the company of  the mortuary. But then she spoke: 

	 “Your shoes are kind of  funny, don’t you think?” 

	 “My dad gave them to me.” 

	 “They’re going to get muddy.” 

	 “I don’t care.” 

	 More silence, more staring. 

	 “How old are you?” 

	 “Eight. You’re in my spot,” Norman stated. 

	 “I’m eight, too. And I’m not sorry.” 

	 Julianne swung her legs back and forth. Norman had never spoken to another person his age for 

so long, and he’d especially never heard a girl talk so mean. 

	 “Why are you even here, anyway?” 

	 “I just wanted to see what sort of  place could make my dad look like he used to.” 

	 Norman considered this. “Your dad is dead?” 

	 “No!” Julianne frowned. “Why would you say that?” 

	 “I mean—” 

	 “My mom and dad visited here a while ago, and when they got home, I heard my dad say ‘They’ll 

make me look the way I used to, with hair and everything.’ He’s bald now. I wanted to see what kind of  

place could do that—give him hair again. Sounds like magic.” 

	 Norman didn’t know why, but somehow this girl didn’t understand the concept of  a mortuary. 

Which was fine by him, but he almost yearned for a connection with her over both of  their dead parents. 



He was a little disappointed to hear of  her father still being alive. “I think you went to the wrong place,” 

he said. “That sounds like a barber.” 

	 “Maybe,” Julianne said, her face reflecting deep thought. “Why are you here?” 

	 “I always come here. It’s my spot. I like looking in there.” He pointed to the window. “It’s 

interesting.” 

	 “What’s in there?” 

	 “You didn’t look?” 

	 “Not yet.” 

	 There was a slight pause. The wind rustled in the pricker bushes, and Julianne’s hair flew about, 

framing her face in an abstract way. 

	 “Dead people.” 

	 “What?” the girl asked. 

	 “That’s what’s in there. Dead people. They come here and get all clean and stuff, and then they 

go out with the families to get buried.” 

	 “Wow,” Julianne gazed at the window. Why would her father come to a place like this? “That’s 

so…” 

	 “Scary?” 

	 “Cool,” she responded. “It’s so cool.” She stood up on top of  the bench and stared through the 

little window. 

	 “What do you see?” Norman asked. 

	 She inched to the side, just enough for Norman to join her on the bench. It was the same view 

he’d seen every other time. A long, long hallway, lined with candelabras, flowers, and stained glass. The 

carpet was ugly, but Norman didn’t care. He sometimes imagined seeing the actual dead bodies, but he 

knew they must’ve been kept elsewhere. All he got were coffins. And the occasional sobbing woman. One 

time he even saw a man pass out right in the center of  the foyer. 



	 “I like your lizard,” Julianne said, pointing at William, who had been perched on Norman’s 

shoulder the whole time. 

	 “His name is William and he is a salamander, not a lizard.” He then hopped up and peered 

through the window alongside her. 

	 The rest of  the day was filled with more spying, ducking out of  sight when assorted families made 

their way to the mortuary, and running through the woods. At some point, Norman ran home to drop off  

William, leaving Aunt Mona more curious than ever, as she watcher her nephew run off  happier and 

more excited than she had ever seen him before. And for Norman followed several more hours of  short 

conversations and long bouts of  running. When the sky grew darker, and the sun finally began to fade, 

Julianne said she had to go. 

	 “Supper’s soon. My ma will want me home.” 

	 Norman considered this, the thought of  having a mother who would want him home for supper. 

Aunt Mona always waited for him, never pressed time. “Where do you live?” 

	 She pointed straight back past the rear of  the mortuary. “It’s not far, but it’s through there.” 

	 “Wait, I have an idea.” Norman scuttled off  to where the bench sat, and feverishly dug through 

the dirt. 

	 “What’s that?” she asked, her eyes widening. 

	 “Pocket knife. I keep it there, in case my enemies find me.” 

	 “You have enemies?” 

	 Norman nodded. Red ants and police men, he thought. Two of  the worst. He didn’t necessarily 

consider police his enemies, but if  they caught him at the mortuary, they’d probably bring him home. Red 

ants he hated. They bit. 

	 “What do you need it now for?” 

	 “Let’s make a blood bond.” 



	 “What’s that for?” Julianne licked her lips. They were chapped and cracked, and a little droplet of  

blood dripped from her bottom lip onto her chin. She wiped it away, leaving a small smudge. 

	 Norman shrugged. “To be in a secret pact. Like a club. So I know you’re not my enemy.” 

	 Julianne nodded. “That sounds like a good idea.” 

	 “I’ll do you first,” Norman said, flicking the knife out of  its wooden casing, and extending a hand 

for Julianne. She put her hand in his, and he flipped it palm-up, then brought the knife to the skin. 

“Ready?” 

	 Julianne sucked in a breath and nodded. “Yeah.” 

	 “Okay. Bite on your sleeve. Ready? One…two…three!” Norman quickly, yet carefully drew a line 

with the knife down the center of  his friend’s palm. The girl winced, but she stayed calm, tough. A thin 

stream of  blood began to flow down her hand, over her wrist. The cut was deep, but not deep enough to 

be serious. She could've just as easily gotten it from the thorn bushes. 

	 “Now I do you, right?” she asked. 

	 Norman nodded. He hesitated to give her his knife at first, but he then realized he’d spent a whole 

day with her, and nothing had gone wrong. She hadn’t thrown him in the prickers, she hadn’t let him fall 

out of  the tree in the woods. She hadn’t even pushed him into the stream at the base of  the hill. He 

handed over the knife and held out his hand. Julianne didn’t hesitate before slicing an almost-perfect 

replica of  her own cut into Norman’s palm. 

	 “What now?” Julianne asked. 

	 “We shake hands.” 

	 The two reached out and matched their bleeding hands together. It spattered against their clothes 

a bit, but it was already beginning to dry. 

	 “I’m Norman,” the boy said. 

	 “I’m Julianne.” 

	 “You are not my enemy,” Norman informed her. 



	 “Good.” And then she ran off. 

*	 *	 * 

	 October was a muddy season filled with slippery dead leaves and ugly grubs and centipedes, and 

Norman didn’t want to wait in the mud under the trees until Julianne came back. He decided it would be 

perfectly reasonable to sit on his bench and begin his maps. After all, she lived behind the mortuary, so 

she’d probably find him faster there. The first map came out well. It was relatively easy for him to mimic 

the outer design of  the massive building, but he was having trouble envisioning the inside layout perfectly. 

After a long period of  frustrated window-peering, and then another of  imagining with his eyes closed, she 

finally tapped him on the shoulder. 

	 “What are you doing?” she asked. 

	 “I’m making maps.” 

	 “Oh.” 

	 She wasn’t wearing black anymore. She was wearing a green sweater that matched Norman’s 

jacket and shoes, and the same blood-stained overalls she’d worn the first day they’d met. 

	 “Did somebody die?” Norman asked. 

	 “My dad,” Julianne replied. She undid the braid from her hair and allowed the tangled strands to 

fall about her shoulders. She then pulled a piece of  chocolate from her pocket and snapped it in half. 

	 “The one with the hair?” Norman took the other half  of  the chocolate and nibbled on a corner. 

	 “The one with no hair. The only dad I had.” She paused, her eyes visibly watering, but no tears 

falling. “He was right. He looked just like he used to, at the funeral. With hair and everything.” 

	 Norman pondered over the concept, and also over the idea of  Julianne’s father knowing that he 

was going to die. He felt a pang of  sadness for the girl. He knew what it was like. But at the same time, he 

wondered if  she would share in his fascination with death, if  they could stay friends and explore things 

together. 



	 “Your dad must’ve been able to predict the future, like a psychic,” he spoke. “He was probably 

really special.” 

	 Julianne nodded. “What kinds of  maps are you making?” she said, and wiped her nose with the 

sleeve of  her sweater. 

	 “Maps of  the mortuary. Look at this one.” He pulled out the first map he’d drawn. 

	 “Looks good.” 

	 “Yeah, except I can’t draw the inside of  the building.” 

	 “How come?” 

	 “Because I can only see what’s through the window. I don’t know what else is in there.” He 

hesitated. “Actually, I guess I know what the hallway looks like.” He’d been in there before, and knew he’d 

seen other rooms. But they were all foggy after two years of  focusing on the outside of  the place. 

	 Just then, Julianne’s face lit up. Her eyes glowed, and the corners of  her mouth inched upwards. “I 

know what it looks like!” 

	 Norman raised an eyebrow. 

	 “I do! I had to go in there with my family, to pick out flowers. I could help you make your map!” 

A recent encounter with the other side! It enthralled the boy, but he shook his head. 

	 “I don’t know, I have my own way of  doing them, and—” 

	 “Well then let’s explore the place!” 

	 “What?” Norman blurted. 

	 “Yeah, because my family just walked in last time, and I bet if  the weird guys who work there find 

us, they’ll remember me.” 

	 “That doesn't sound like a very good idea.” In fact, this idea went against everything Norman 

believed in. He had rules, standards. Never trust another person, keep ideas and thoughts to yourself, and 

always be as sneaky as possible—in other words, don’t jeopardize your perfectly set up spying place, just by 

waltzing into the place you’re spying on. But Norman had already broken two of  those rules by spending 



a whole day, and maybe a half, with Julianne and by sharing his maps with her. Perhaps it wouldn't hurt to 

try out the third. 

	 “Come on.” Julianne held out her hand, the one with the scar. “I am not your enemy, 

remember?” 

	 Norman took her hand, and the two walked around the side of  the enormous stone building, 

climbed the slabs of  steps out front, and stood before the large, wooden doors. The handles were bigger 

than both of  their heads, and the children glanced towards each other. They could practically hear each 

other’s hearts racing. Norman tucked his rolls of  paper and colored pencils under his free arm, and took a 

deep breath. 

	 “Ready?” he asked. 

	 Julianne nodded and placed her hand on the doorknob. “One…two…three.” As the two friends 

braced themselves for entering the building, scarred hands interlocked, minds ready for any sort of  

adventure or discovery they could possibly encounter, Norman looked down at his green suede shoes and 

smiled. His parents would be happy for him, he thought. Because in helping Julianne, he was finding his 

own bit of  happiness.



Beyond the Tenth Step 

	 There was something in that attic; she was sure of  it. 

	 Ellie had nearly gotten away with creeping up the steps several times. Still, it seemed that as she 

got closer, she’d hear the soft thudding of  her father’s slippers on the hardwood floors, and she’d leap off  

the fifth perch, dive into the closet, and pretend to draw a picture of  Mabel. 

	 Whiskers here…lil paws there… 

	 “These damned steps,” her father would say in a slightly sharp tone. He’d grasp the decaying 

handle and push the steps back into the alcove where they belonged, then smile softly at Ellie and add, 

“We should get rid of  them altogether.” 

	 But today was different. Her father was asleep, and Ellie had been jolted awake by the brightness 

of  the moon. It had emerged from behind clouds so dark she hadn’t seen the orb earlier. It was four in the 

morning, a thick fog rising off  the grasses behind their home. 

	 Those creaky attic steps were large and resided on the opposite side of  the house, but in a 

dreamlike state, she pitter-patted across her home, then stretched the foldable mass from its quarters, 

managing to do so with little noise. It strained her tiny muscles, and her hands were left with red imprints 

of  aging wood. 

	 For the first time, Ellie rose past the fifth step, to the sixth, seventh—through ten—and peered 

over the ledge. The place was empty except for one box, small, but large enough to hold…ornaments? 

When Ellie lifted the lid, she was greeted with something less glamorous: a taste of  life before her current 

home. 

	 There was a piece of  wood from their old house, home videos, other random things. But what was 

at the bottom interested her most. Her mother had written many notes to her father. Some words were too 

long for Ellie to read. After a few moments of  frustrating, meticulous sounding-it-out, she put the letters 

back into the box. She then came across a small image of  a woman and brought it closer to her face. She 

could see her own scars reflected in the glossy reflection. 



	 Ellie fingered the photograph, gazing into her mother’s eyes. She looked as she had the last time 

she’d seen her. She remembered the night clearly. It had been bitterly cold, but as her mother put water on 

the stove, their seventies-style kitchen grew warmer, uncomfortably warm. Ellie was sitting on newspapers 

atop a chair, so she could comfortably reach the table. Beside her was another stack, high as the ceiling. 

Her father was at work that evening, staying late. 

	 She drew her eyebrows together, remembering more. Her mother stood, muttering to herself, 

soon shouting about things Ellie couldn't understand. She remembered the word “depressed.” There was 

a loud “pop!” Before she knew it, her mother was laughing and crying as the room became engulfed in 

flames. Fire licked at her cheeks, and she wanted to cry, but the nature of  the situation was too alarming 

for her to do anything but sit on the flaming papers while the smoke drew her close to unconsciousness. 

	  After the firefighters had rescued them, men in neat suits met with her and her father. They said 

her mother did it on purpose. But Ellie didn’t believe that. 

	 Now, in the attic, she paused, mulling over the consequences, then closed the box, took the 

photograph, and descended the steps. After all, if  her father insisted upon keeping the attic shut, he’d 

never notice it missing.



Blood Moon 

	 The bench that Ana-Sophia sat on was cold—a sort of  hard and lonely cold that forced unwanted 

gooseflesh to rise to the surface of  her unusually pale skin. She could hear Margaret’s voice ringing 

through her head as she rose to her feet and hesitantly approached the enormous grey steps. Though the 

air smelled of  dank summer nights and the humidity was overpowering, the sky was nearly pitch black 

and it was only four thirty-five on a midwinter evening. 

	 I wouldn’t trust them. Margaret’s voice echoed within Ana’s thoughts. Another wave of  gooseflesh 

washed over the girl’s frail body, bringing with it a sense of  intense nausea. She stumbled a bit, then 

regained composure and continued up the slippery stacks of  marble slabs. There was an odd air about the 

basilica. It was, undoubtedly, out of  place in such a quaint town. Grotesques lined the monstrous gothic 

building, and the sheer architecture of  the place seemingly consumed the town. It was ominous, yes, but 

strangely inviting, and as her slender fingers reached out to grasp the enormous door knocker, Ana 

wondered if  the rumors were true. 

	 The sisters of  the basilica were seldom seen, and locals often wondered if  they were somehow 

involved with the occult. Where the rumors originated, nobody could say, but the stories ranged from 

plausible (devil worshipers) to outrightly ridiculous (three-headed beasts living in the basement). One thing 

was for sure—the sisters had a well-kept secret, and absolutely nobody was going to figure it out. There 

were unsettling sounds that the basilica emitted at night. There were a few days a year when a flock of  

white robes and red cloaks would emerge from the backside of  the building and rush into the courtyard. 

Occasionally, a sign would be posted outside the dominating doors, but people were generally too 

uncomfortable to approach, let alone read the signs. One would expect that the overall sense of  curiosity 

would lead to some sort of  inquiry or discovery, but the discomfort was too much for the people of  the 

town. 



	 Ana’s fingers trembled. She glanced from side to side, taking in the stone surroundings. Then, she 

sucked in a breath and knocked loudly. She could hear the echo of  clicking heels on the floor inside, and 

she took a step back as the door began to open. A young girl in a white robe greeted her. 

	 “May I help you?” the girl asked. She had light hair and a beak of  a nose, and she was oddly 

beautiful in the way that she stared, face blank, at Ana. 

	 The words Ana had rehearsed time and time again simply did not fit comfortably upon her 

tongue. “I’m not entirely sure why I’m here. I’ve been thinking about it for a while. It’s a curious place, 

and I’m a curious person, and…” 

	 The girl interrupted her with a nod and a slight smile. “You needn’t explain any further. I 

understand.” 

	 Exactly what she understood, Ana didn’t know, but she was grateful for not having to search her 

brain for other excuses. There really was no excuse for her being there. She could muster up no reason for 

wanting to be there or for actually getting herself  there. A part of  her wondered if  this cloister of  sisters 

would be helpful to her. If  she came in so unhappy, nothing could possibly make her feel worse. And it was 

a church, too. Maybe she’d have some kind of  enlightenment. A divine revelation or something of  the 

sort. 

	 Margaret had always been a sort of  pseudo-therapist for Ana. Though they were both merely 

seventeen years of  age, Ana’s friend seemed to have the knowledge of  someone much older. She was 

smart, controlling, and relatively calm when it came to Ana’s rantings of  life and unhappiness. She 

remembered their conversation from earlier that day… 

	 “I’ve just been feeling so unlike myself  lately,” Ana had said, swinging her legs above the murky 

pond water in the middle of  the woods. 

	 Their childhood home was dead for the winter. Soon, they’d be so concerned with schoolwork 

that they would hardly have time for the woods. Lost memories, pretend swords, everything of  their pasts 

now floated below the filmy surface of  the pond, while modernity and the struggle of  growing up 



consumed their lives. These days it was a constant stream of  smokes and studies on that fallen tree by the 

water. It was a place to hide away, not a place to play. They had to be adults. They had to pick colleges, 

grow up, try a little harder. Maybe getting out of  the town 

	 Ana’s mind drifted. She’d been struggling with the piles of  homework enough as it was, but the 

thought of  going home that day had stressed her out even more. Going “home” to a father perpetually 

reeking of  alcohol, and a mother who spat orders and insults, and nightmares that plagued each 

unpleasantly sweaty night of  sleep made things worlds worse. 

	 “Then maybe you should see a therapist,” had been Margaret’s reply, as she picked up a large, flat 

stone, and tossed it into the pond. Her voice was deep from her more-than-constant intake of  cigarettes, 

and she breathed in a raspy breath. It was jarring to hear her suggest this, as she had always done such a 

good job of  giving Ana life advice. Had it gotten to the point where she couldn’t help her anymore? 

	 “My parents would never let me see a therapist,” Ana said, flopping backwards into the grass 

behind the tree. “They’d never agree to it or believe me.” The thought of  asking them for such a thing 

gave her anxiety. The fights, both physical and verbal, that would ensue. First they would shout at her, 

then later they’d shout at each other. She shook her head of  the thought. 

	 “Then I think you should consider our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.” Margaret laughed. Albeit a 

joke, it was not far from where Ana’s thoughts were heading. She was hardly religious, but she did have an 

idea. 

	 “Stop laughing, I’m serious. I need help. Or a distraction. I was thinking…the basilica is so old 

and weird, maybe it’ll keep me distracted. And,” she added, “I’ve heard stories about the nuns helping 

people.” 

	 It was true. Ana had heard all sorts of  rumors about the basilica, most of  them bad, but also a 

little far-fetched. But in addition to the horrible rumors, there were pleasant ones. She’d heard of  orphans, 

disowned pregnant teens, and young girls suffering from depression being taken in by the nuns and saved. 



Perhaps it was a bit of  a stretch, but Ana was curious, and the thought of  their help was enthralling. She 

couldn’t help but hope… 

	 “The sisters helping people? I don’t think I’ve ever heard a story like that. You’re batshit crazy, is 

what you are.” 

	 “No way, they took this one girl in—” 

	 Margaret’s face grew stern. “Took her in, Ana. Doesn’t mean they returned her.” 

	 The problem with these conversations with Margaret was that Ana could never tell when she was 

being serious or not. Sometimes she’d joke about the basilica, but other times she seemed unusually 

uncomfortable while talking about it. Ana never pegged her as the overly-superstitious type, but every time 

the basilica came up, it really seemed like she was. Something about the memory of  this conversation 

stuck with her, and kept the goosebumps rising. This is so harmless, though, she thought. Just a bunch of  nuns in 

a big church. 

	 Her thoughts were quickly interrupted by the slam of  the door behind her, as she followed the 

light-haired girl down a long, wide corridor of  hallways and closed doors. The central corridor was white, 

and Ana imagined the dull sunlight that entered through the grey stained glass windows being equally as 

sterile. However, due to the darkness of  the night, large chandeliers hung from the ceilings, dotted with 

thousands of  candles, flickering in and out of  shadow. 

	 Every now and then, the girls would pass more young women, dressed in plain white robes, hair 

tied neatly at the napes of  their necks. All of  their hair was light, their faces pale. They bustled about, 

busying themselves with varying tasks, such as adjusting floral arrangements, relighting candles, and 

sweeping floors. And from behind their chores, they stared. Ana couldn't help but feel the weight of  each 

girl’s gaze on her as she passed. 

	 Soon, the two girls made their way into a more open room, filled with varying statues and more 

greyscale stained glass. They slowly made their way beyond rows and rows of  wooden pews. At first she 



didn't notice, but as they approached what could only have been the altar, Ana picked out a woman 

standing at the far end of  the room, in front of  a large wooden chair. 

	 “Mother,” the light-haired girl spoke upon reaching her. “This is Ana-Sophia. She is our guest.” 

	 Ana didn’t remember telling the girl her name, but was too concerned with the woman 

approaching them to process this. She was tall, taller than any woman Ana had ever met, and her black 

hair nearly reached her knees. She had a sharp face, the kind that was old, but looked young. The kind 

that held years of  stories and a lifetime of  giving orders. She was clearly in charge. Her embroidered white 

robe indicated that to begin with. 

	 “Thank you, Leisel,” the woman replied, kissing the girl on the cheek. She then turned to Ana. 

“You can call me Mother. I shepherd these children. I guide them. This is our sanctuary.” She motioned 

with her arms at the high ceilings and ribbed vaults. A hint of  a smile pulled at the corners of  her lips, but 

never fully expanded. “You needn't tell me why you’re here. Most young women hardly know at first. I like 

to think it is our…understanding. We emulate a fountain of  youth and acceptance. Our community secretes 

a sense of  welcomeness to those who are lost.” 

	 Ana was hardly following, but somehow she already understood what Mother was saying. She had 

encountered this bizarre feeling of  understanding. She’d felt drawn to the basilica, as if  something inside 

would warm her, help her, make her feel whole. 

	 The woman stepped down from her pedestal, still managing to tower over the girls before her. 

“Come, join us for dinner. Then allow me to show you around, if  you will.” 

	 Leisel took a step back to create a path for Mother, then gestured for Ana to follow them. Mother 

led them down countless hallways, all intersecting at certain points. Eventually, they came upon a large 

dining hall, filled with enormous tables that stretched the length of  the rectangular room. Hundreds of  

young women in white robes sat at the tables, quietly awaiting Mother and the girls. Mother gestured for 

the Ana to sit beside her, as Leisel took her place next to another girl in white. 

	 “We are thankful for this food,” Mother said. 



	 “Indeed!” the hundreds of  girls replied. 

	 “We are thankful for this home.” 

	 “Indeed!” 

	 “We are thankful for this life.” 

	 “Indeed!” 

	 Ana felt her face turning red as the girls looked at her, seemingly questioning why she hadn’t 

responded. 

	 “You may all begin your dinner,” Mother said. 

	 They ate in near-silence, interrupted only occasionally by Mother’s inquiries for Ana. Dinner was 

some kind of  meaty soup dish. It certainly wasn’t the most delicious thing Ana had tasted, but altogether, 

it wasn’t awful. If  anything, bland, which was understandable. She had read in school about cloisters of  

nuns, and how simply they lived their lives. 

	 After dinner, however, the tour of  the basilica made her feel different. It was such a lavish place, 

one she would hardly expect a group of  simple nuns to live in. Even so, if  they lived out that plain lifestyle, 

then she supposed it was okay that they lived in such a large, castle-like basilica. It was a large building, a 

place anyone could easily find themselves lost in. She was shown a room entirely made of  mirrors, a hall 

adorned with gold leaf  and Renaissance-esque paintings. They traveled up spirals upon spirals of  

staircases. 

	 “Our community has been here for hundreds of  years,” Mother informed her. “Doing good deeds 

for the whole of  the community. We prefer seclusion, because the distractions of  everyday life can be 

limiting.” 

	 “Do you do anything secretive?” Ana asked, immediately kicking herself  for the question. “That 

the community doesn’t know about.” 

	 Another near-smile. “Darling, we are a respectable community. There’s nothing we do that the 

community shouldn't know about. We’re simply women living a humble life. I help these girls up when 



they’ve fallen. There’s nothing secretive about that. Just because we keep to ourselves…well, it can be 

insulting when those who don’t know us assume the worst.” 

	 “I—I’m sorry,” Ana stuttered. “I didn’t mean for it to sound insulting…more curious, if  

anything.” 

	 “Quite alright. This will be your room for the evening. I assume—hope, rather—that you’ll be 

staying with us the night? It’s getting late. A night of  rest would be good before you return home on those 

dark streets.” 

	 Ana mulled this over. The thought was enticing, to say the least. And her parents would hardly 

notice her gone. Maybe this was what she needed. Getting home this late would get her into more trouble 

than going home in the morning, and the women here were nice enough. Staying the night in the basilica, she 

smiled. What an exciting idea. And it’ll prove to Margaret that there’s nothing to fear here. 

	 She pushed her thoughts to the side. “Of  course I’ll stay, if  that’s alright.” 

	 “Wonderful.” Mother pushed open the doors to a small wooden room. The bed in the corner was 

small, just big enough to fit one person comfortably, and a nightstand with a book and oil lamp sat 

stagnant beside it. There was a window on the wall beside the bed, a large window accompanied by blinds 

and black metal bars, and on the opposite side of  the room there stood a clawfoot tub and toilet. 

	 Leisel, who had wandered off  on her own mere minutes ago, reappeared, carrying a stack of  fresh 

linens and towels. “It’s not much, but we hope it’ll do,” the girl squeaked as she placed the neatly folded 

pile of  sheets on the bed. 

	 “No, it’s great. Thank you,” Ana said, looking at both Mother and Leisel. “Thank you so much.” 

	 “You’re welcome, dear,” Mother said. “Have a pleasant night of  rest. And do try not to wander. 

The basilica is a large place, very dark at night when not one of  us is awake.” 

	 Ana nodded. “Understood.” 

	 “There will be a breakfast bell in the morning. Do try to rise when that sounds.” 

	 “Of  course.” 



*	 *	 * 

	 She’d only been alone for five minutes, but it felt as if  it had been an hour. The nights when she 

wasn’t thinking, of  course, were much easier to be alone in. But now that she had so many thoughts 

pulsing through her mind…well, it felt like loneliness was an eternity, and troubled emotions were a 

necessity. Despite this wonderful place, despite these intriguing people, she was alone in a small room 

again, left to wrestle with her own thoughts. They plagued her, confused her. Ana didn’t know why she 

was depressed. She just was. 

	 Ana sat on the window ledge and pressed her forehead against the chilled glass. She reached into 

her pocket and pulled out the pack of  cigarettes that had been in there so long, she’d nearly forgotten it 

was there. Then, slowly, she went through the methodic actions of  lighting one and taking a deep, 

soothing drawl of  the smoke. 

	 She remembered her first smoke, how it had made her chest tight at first, but then slowly loosened 

up, until she was numb with relaxation and a sense of  rebellion. It had been freshman year of  high school, 

and Margaret had found a pack on the ground at school. 

	 “Let’s try one,” she had suggested, and Ana agreed. Her father wouldn’t have cared—it would’ve 

been hypocritical of  him to judge her for a bad habit, anyway. Her mother was a different story, but she 

yelled at her so much that it might as well be over something that made Ana feel calm. 

	 Her phone was pressing tightly against her leg, so she took that out of  her pocket, as well, and 

furrowed her brow as she checked her messages. No calls from home, no “wanna hang out?” texts. Simply 

a single notification of  her impending period: “ALERT: PERIOD EXPECTED IN 5 DAYS!” She sighed. 

This is what her life had come to. Busying herself  with school and stress to the point where she could 

hardly keep track of  her own body. She shook her head of  this thought and typed out a message to 

Margaret. 

	 “YOU’LL NEVER BELIEVE WHERE I AM RIGHT NOW!” 



	 Thinking twice, she deleted the sentence and shut off  her phone. Margaret was busy with her own 

life. She didn’t have time to worry about Ana. And it would be better if  Ana could get through a night 

there and walk up to Margaret with a grin and a coy presentation of  the phrase, “I did something for 

myself  for once, and it worked out fine.” 

	 She glanced out her window, watching specks of  people come and go. They tended to quickly 

pass the basilica, hardly even look at it. They don’t know a thing about what’s going through my mind, she mused. 

And at the same time, I have no clue about what each of  those little people specks are up to. 

	 They looked like bugs. She imagined some of  them being sweet, like beetles or ladybugs. But she 

knew that a portion of  them were maggots, the scum of  the earth. People holding deep, dark secrets, 

wriggling about, getting away with their disgusting lives. Maggots or ladybugs, the thought still made her 

shiver, as she drew the blinds. She clutched the woolen blanket that Leisel had given her tighter around 

her shoulders and shuddered as she made her way to the other side of  the dimly lit room. 

	 She sat on the edge of  the bed, and picked up the book on her nightstand. “How to Live With 

Nightmares,” she read. “A guide to coping with subconscious trauma. Huh.” She flipped the book open, leafing 

through page after page, and before she knew it, she’d read the entire three-hundred and seventy-five page 

book. Despite its plethora of  information, she felt as if  she’d hardly learned anything. And she rarely had 

nightmares, anyway, so it was of  no use to her. 

	 Sitting on the edge of  the bed again, she realized how alert she was. Not one inch of  her body felt 

sleepy. Not one bit of  her bones wanted rest. She stood, stretched, and paced the room. She could easily 

leave the room, wander the basilica for a bit. Maybe bring her oil lamp, or something. It could be like an 

adventure, a detective adventure. She had no intentions of  snooping around. It was more her curiosity 

that drove this mission. She nodded to herself, a way of  saying, “Yes. Go ahead and explore.” 

	 Ever so quietly, she creaked the door open. It moved so smoothly, almost effortlessly. It almost 

seemed out of  place in such an old building, as she had nearly expected it to create some godawful 



creaking noise. Again, Margaret’s voice came in the back of  her head. I wouldn’t trust them, Ana. They’re 

fucking freaky. I don’t know what goes on in that building at night, but I’m afraid to find out. 

	 She felt her way along the hall, using both hands and feet to blindly travel. She’d forgotten the 

lamp, and decided it was probably best to leave it, anyway. All of  the candles that had been lit earlier that 

evening were lifeless, no longer flickering in the dark. Ana stuck her leg out, trying to find steps. There had 

been steps on this floor, right? 

	 It was then that she heard it. A sudden sound, one that startled her into reality. She’d heard it 

before. It was one of  the noises the basilica emitted at night. She’d heard it many times before, along with 

other sounds. It had to have been three in the morning. That’s when the sounds always happened. Around 

three. It started as a low rumble, then a louder screeching. Then, from deep down in the lower levels of  

the basilica, Ana heard the voices of  young women. It was indecipherable, but the chanting alone was 

enough to worry her. Perhaps this was a religious ritual. Maybe they were just— 

*	 *	 * 

	 Ana woke up by the main entrance of  the basilica. Had she been sleepwalking? She could hardly 

remember a thing. Standing up and brushing the dust off  of  her jeans, she turned and came face-to-face 

with…Leisel. 

	 “What are you doing out of  bed?” she hissed, looking worried. 

	 “I’m sorry, I think I was sleepwalking. I don’t remember how I got down here. I just remember 

sitting in bed reading a book.” 

	 “Okay, well it’s not safe for you to be out at night. You could fall down steps, bump your head. 

You must be careful.” 

	 Ana nodded. “I didn’t mean to startle you.” 

	 “You didn’t startle me,” Leisel replied. “Come, let’s get you back to bed.” 

	 Leisel took Ana by the elbow, guiding her along the varying routes and corridors. This place looks so 

different at night, Ana noted. She didn’t recognize a thing. The shadows grew long, and the light of  the 



blood moon shone in red. She’d forgotten the moon would look like that on that particular evening, and 

now that she could see it through the grey stained glass, she marveled in how the whole interior of  the 

basilica had been tinted a muted shade of  red. 

	 Suddenly, Ana blinked, furrowed her brow, and looked at Leisel. “I don’t remember this hallway 

at all. How do we get to my room?” 

	 “Shh!” 

	 Ana’s mouth snapped shut, and she followed the girl, saving all questions for herself. Leisel began 

to lead her down steps, a dull orange glow radiating from wherever they were heading. 

	 “What’s going on down there?” she blurted by accident. 

	 “The most exciting event of  the year!” a voice whispered in her ear. Ana jumped. There was yet 

another girl by her side, taking her by her other elbow. 

	 Ana started to fidget. The light coming from below was hot, forcing beads of  sweat to form on her 

upper lip, glistening in the vibrant glow of  firelight. 

	 When they reached the downstairs, she came to find Mother, standing tall before a crowd of  

hundreds of  girls. Between each set of  two, there stood what looked like another person, dressed in 

everyday clothes, just like herself. They all looked about, confused, dumbfounded, unsure of  how they got 

there. Ana searched her mind for explanations. She hadn’t seen any of  these other people here before, had 

she? 

	 Loud clapping started at the lower portion of  the crowd and ended back in the row where Ana 

was standing. 

	 “Welcome to the Blood Moon Feast, my darlings!” Mother’s voice echoed through the hall. 

Silence fell over the crowd. “For centuries, we have been able to host this incredible event on every night 

of  the blood moon. However! This evening is particularly special, as we have acquired more visitors than 

ever before!” Another uproar of  cheering and clapping. 



	 “Now,” she smiled the first full smile Ana had seen. Her face contorted. It looked grotesque. Her 

nose seemed sharper, her cheekbones more defined. Her lips were a dull grey. Ana looked around the 

crowd. The girls of  the cloister around her looked similar, their eyes a deep burgundy color. She tried to 

pull back, but their grips on her arms tightened. She let out a small cry. Their grasps were so tight, she 

could almost feel her bones cracking. 

	 Large curtains covered the walls, and at this moment, they dropped, revealing rows of   glass 

caskets. Ana grew week in the knees, and would have fallen to the ground if  the girls hadn’t held her up. 

	 “For the past several years, we have been gathering, and now, all of  our work is about to pay off !” 

The caskets opened, the bodies rolling out. The girls of  the cloister who were not holding hostages walked 

over to the caskets, grabbing bodies and thrusting them into an enormous grinder of  sorts. The rumbling 

and high pitched noises were deafening, and Ana doubled over and got sick from the sound of  bodies 

hitting the blades. Leisel yanked her up, and Mother spoke again. 

	 “At this time,” she addressed the ‘visitors,’ “I would like you all to make a choice. Join us. Or feed 

us.” 

	 Leisel looked at Ana. The other girl grasping her looked at her, as well. They grinned, revealing 

gleaming sharp teeth. “Which will it be, Ana?” Leisel giggled. “We’re hungry. But you’d make an excellent 

addition to the community.” 

	 Ana shook uncontrollably. Her body was betraying her. Her mind raced. Which was the right 

answer? There was no right answer, was there? She grew pale, her body slick with a cold sweat. The 

screams and horrors around her became a dull noise in the background. Her ears were ringing, her 

tongue tasted metallic from vomit. As her mind raced for an answer, she heard the shrill ring of  the 

breakfast bell, penetrating the torturous noises and bringing with it a greater fear than she had ever felt in 

her life.


